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Editorial
It is a truth universally
acknowledged (at least by
people of a certain age)
that time speeds up as you
get older. I have officially
misplaced November, if
found can you please return
to me care of DDLS.
Each year I adopt a pose which is a mixture of bah
humbug and an ostrich and refuse to think about
Christmas because it is too soon and I want to enjoy
Halloween and Bonfire Night. Then as December
dawns my ostrich becomes a blue arsed fly as I
realise that Christmas is three weeks away and the
children break up (yet again!) in a fortnights time.
No one else in my family cares much for Christmas
until the day itself so along with most other ladies
reading this who are nodding knowingly I provide
Christmas for the men in my life who sweetly believe
that Christmas is delivered, turkey, presents and
all by the Christmas fairy. I have a smug tip about
the decorations this year though having invested
in two “pop-up” trees from B&Q. Two minutes to
assemble and more time for ginger wine.
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The Annual Quiz took place in November with
Peter Ball kindly acting as quizmaster. A very
successful night which was enjoyed by all those
that attended including my grumpy teenager
who helped gather quiz papers and was “quite
impressed” with the cleverness of the picture
round. Praise indeed Peter!
The Christmas Social took place after the
December Committee meeting and for saying
this is a new event it was also a success. The Art
House on Friargate was a perfect, informal venue
that we had to ourselves and the food from Okra
was very well received.
A further note on the DDLS web site. After firms
renewed their subs this year they were sent a
“Find a Solicitor” form to complete and return
to me. If the form didn’t come back to me then
chances are your specialisms are not listed in the
Find a Solicitor function on the website. Please
e-mail me for a form!!
I am looking at running a course on GDPR in
the New Year. Any requests for courses on other
subjects please let me know.

The School Debate Competition starts just
before Christmas and gets into full swing
when we return in the New Year. Many thanks
to the solicitors who managed to battle with
technology and my doodle-poll to volunteer as
judges for the event. The Grand Final will be on
the 7th March 2018 in the Court Room at the
Law School, all support welcome.
A date for your diary is the Annual Dinner at
Pride Park on Friday 27th April 2018. More
details in the next edition.
I am clearly getting to know my reader as the quote
in the last edition (which was indeed from Blade
Runner) bought forth quite a few responses. So,
whether you believe Christmas “comes from the
store” (Book and author anyone?) or the stable
have a Happy Christmas with the ones you love
and see you in the New Year.
Now where did I put that wand??
Julia Saunders
admin@derbylaw.net
01283 734989
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Rachel Bale
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Michael Taylor
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Professional/Regulatory Purposes
Subsumed into the Full Committee –
working groups to be convened
according to the subject at hand.
Sole Practitioners’ Group (SPG)
Tina Attenborough

(Last updated 18th August 2017)

President’s Page
Since last writing for this bulletin we
have had a couple of very enjoyable
evenings.
The first was the quiz that was very well
attended and hopefully enjoyed by all
including the wooden spoon winners.
It was lovely to see Peter in full swing
and probably enjoying himself more
this year than any other in the absence
of having to organise the whole event.
I joined a team from Elliot Mather having been let down at the last
minute with all sorts of excuses from my office. We headed into the half
time break in the lead with time to consider the picture round. That’s
where the wheels fell off completely. Peters cryptic thinking definitely
outsmarted us though we finished up mid table.

Save the date
Annual Dinner
at Pride Park
Friday 27th April 2018

All three resident judges HHJ Shant QC, HHJ, Bennett and
HHJ Egbuna from Derby Crown Court joined a small gathering
of hardcore, dedicated and enthusiastic members at the Silk
Mill for drinks and a bite to eat. It was a good chance to talk
not only about generic issues and problems but to see the
more personal side of our guests and get to know them, and
them us a little more. I will be organising another social
sometime next spring and encourage more of my criminal
advocates to join us.
As we come to the last bulletin of the year and festive period
is now upon us I wish you all a very happy Christmas and
prosperous New Year from all of us at DDLS.
Simon Stevens,
President, 2017-18

FINDING YOUR VOICE
IN TODAY’S DIGITAL
AND PRINT MEDIA

East Park Communications
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Banner Jones bolsters Family Law division
Also joining the multi-service
practice’ Mansfield-based Family
Law team, Cathryn Young brings
8-years of specific Family Law
experience to the team.

such as issues relating to
divorce proceedings, prenuptial
agreements,
cohabitation
matters and children-related
cases.
He said: “Kelly and Cathyrn are
both welcome additions to our
established family team bringing
with them considerable expertise
and experience, and further
bolstering our ability to meet
increased demand.”

Law specialists, Kelly Parks
and Cathryn Young, bringing 23
years of experience to the team.

The new appointments follow
recent international recognition
for Banner Jones as part of
this year’s Legal 500 – the
most comprehensive worldwide
coverage on recommended law
firms broken down by area of
specialism – in which the East
Midlands based Family Law and
Personal Injury teams ranked
for the fifth consecutive year.

Kelly
Parks
joins
the
Chesterfield-based
Banner
Jones team following five
years at Stowe Family Law, the
UK’s largest specialist Family
Law firm. Graduating from
Nottingham Law School, Kelly
brings with her 15-years of
experience in Family Law.

Director and Head of Family
Law, Toby Netting, said that
the appointments will ‘further
strengthen’
Banner
Jones’
award winning Family Law
team, as well as ensure that
the firm is well placed to meet
growing demand from both
private and public law work,

L – R: Cathryn Young, Kelly Parks, Toby Netting

Latest
appointments will
help meet growing
demand following
recent international
recognition
Multi-disciplined
law
firm
Banner Jones has expanded
its Family Law division with
the appointment of two Family
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Kelly
commented:
“With
increasing scope to be involved
in
regional,
national
and
international cases, I am delighted
to be joining the Family Law team
at Banner Jones during a period
of growth and expansion.”
Cathryn commented: “This is a
very exciting opportunity to join
an award winning, ambitious
law firm with a long-established
reputation for excellence.”

Family Law Committee
Minutes of a Meeting of the Derby & District Law Society Family
Law Committee on 9th November 2017
Present:
Ben Lawson
Diana Copestake

• Witness Statements – as we all know, Witness Statements must
include a Statement of Truth. There seems to be a problem locally
with Position and Witness statements being wrongly referred to and
the two being used interchangeably. Please see the newsletter.
• Part 25 applications. Whilst some Judges may deal with an application
on paper and without the need for a case management hearing, that is
the exception and not the rule. The Court has made it clear that Part
25 must be complied with.

Lucy Tissington
2.2

HHJ Bellamy

Liz Guyler
Janine Hobday

He has invited members of the profession to the Derby Courts Carol
Service on 11th December at 5.15pm. All are welcome.

Nick Herbert

3

Apologies:
Fiona Apthorpe (Secretary)
Ruth Jones
Melanie Bridgen

PERMANENT AGENDA ITEMS

3.2
Database
A reminder that the database of Family Practitioners is a very useful
method of communicating information to family lawyers locally.
Could everybody please double check that Members of their Family
Team are included. If you are not included please let Fiona have
your email address.
3.3
Training and Education
Nothing to report.

Vince Beckwith
3.4

Local Family Justice Board

David Guthrie
No Apologies:
Fiona Lazenby

1.

MATTERS ARISING
-

2

AGENDA ITEMS

2.1

HHJ Bellamy’s Newsletter

Everybody should have received a copy of the newsletters, the
most recent of which is dated November 2017. There is a lot in
there which merits careful consideration. Fiona had circulated
copies of the newsletter but if anybody has not received a copy
please contact Fiona.

The Derby Family Local Justice Council was originally set up in
2005. It was subsequently resurrected as the Local Family Justice
Board. Many Committee Members are Members and if you want to
be on the LFJB’s mailing list and be sent information about training
events etc please contact Joanne.eaton1@hmc.gsi.gov.uk
3.5
Rights of Audience
A timely reminder that experienced Legal Executives can apply to
the FPC locally for rights of audience on a generic basis rather
than having to apply individually on a case by case basis. There
is a Protocol in force. Anyone who wants to take advantage of this
should contact the Court direct.
3.6
Court User Groups
Nothing to report save as above.
4

DATE OF NEXT MEETING

Not sure
Particular points to note:
• The revised PD12J regarding domestic abuse. If you have not
familiarised yourself with the revised PD, you should do so.
• Deputy District Judges – the lack of Judges. This was discussed at
length. There are now significant ‘waiting periods’ when documents
are filed at Court. The Court now require 18 working days before they
can confirm whether a letter or application has been received.
• Court Bundles – Please do not use the previously provided pro forma
when applying for permission to exceed the 350 page limit of a Court
Bundle. Refer to PD27A and comply with the directions given. In
addition, make sure that Bundles are arranged as per the PD when
cases are being dealt with by Lay Magistrates.

All meetings at 4pm at Geldards LLP, No.1 Pride Place, Pride
Park, Derby DE24 8QR. Plenty of available free parking.

Fiona M K Apthorpe
Secretary

www.derbylaw.net
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Derby Junior Lawyers – Christmas Event!
The Derby Junior lawyers Christmas networking event took place at the Distillery in Derby on Saturday 2nd December.
The event had lots of junior lawyers from all different firms enjoying the festive season over a 3 course meal. Lots of networking took place and lots
of fun! The Derby Junior Lawyers celebrated their plans for 2018 and hope that lots more junior lawyers can become involved in the new year. Invites
for the next event will be released soon!
DJL Committee

10
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DDLS Annual Quiz 15th November 2017
With the departure of Peter Ball from his
post as Administrator of the DDLS in May
the future of the Annual Quiz looked to be in
doubt but you cannot keep a good quizmaster
down and Peter once again set a challenging
but fun Quiz which was enjoyed by the 70 or
so entrants at the Cricket Club on Wednesday
15th November.
The night was won by the IP Intellectuals from Swindell &
Pearson (Natasha Hybner, Marcus Cavalier, Martin Terry
and Michael Loadman). They scored an amazing 156
points – 89%. They were pursued all evening by the NoGropers (which all sounds a bit Benny Hill) from Derby
City Council who were let down by the “recent news”
round. As this is not the first time they have finished in
second place may I respectfully suggest next year’s quiz
name be “Always the Bridesmaid”.

IP Intellectuals

The proud owners of the wooden spoons on the night, as
Peter said at least they went home with something, was
Nelsons Quizzy Rascals. Still smiling at least.
The table of scores is below so you can where you and
your team finished.
Thank you to Peter Ball for setting the Quiz and asking the
questions on the night and to his two assistants Christine
Ball and my grumpy teenager Daniel, who in spite of
himself managed to be quite impressed particularly with
the links in the Photograph round. Well done everyone.

Quizzy Rascals

WINNERS and LOSERS 2017
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1

IP Intellectuals

Swindell & Pearson

156

89

2

The No-Gropers

Derby City Council

147

84

3

The B Team

Alexander & Co

145

82

4

Adventure before Dementia

Freeths

145

82

5

Red Lorry Yellow Lorry

Cartwright King

143

81

6

Miles & Crash

Miles & Cash

143

81

7

Broadbents Ringers

Broadbents

141

80

8

The Smoke Knitters

Cartwright King

141

80

9

Search Us

Severn Trent Searches

141

80

10

Mather’s Masters

Elliot Mather

138

78

11

Quizzy McQuizface

Derby Junior Lawyers

129

73

12

The A Team

Alexander & Co

126

72

13

Broadbents Duffers

Broadbents

122

69

14

Strictly Come Chancing

Elliot Mather

118

67

15

Freethinkers

Freeths

116

66

16

Only here for the Cheese & Biscuits

Derby City Council

114

65

17

Quizzy Rascals

Nelsons

104.5

59

www.derbylaw.net

Recruitment

Above: Christine Ball and Daniel assist Peter Ball in his familiar role
as the D&DLS Quizmaster.

Geldards Team offers a comprehensive bespoke
family law service with particular expertise in
medium to high net worth financial cases, preand post-nuptial agreements, family mediation,
collaborative cases and family arbitration, as well as
cases involving an international element.
We are seeking capable, bright, ambitious and forward
thinking family lawyers to join our rapidly growing team
in Derby and/or Nottingham.
A broad range of family law experience is desirable.
Successful candidates will have a willingness to actively
engage in marketing and to assist in growing the team
together with a strong work ethic, total commitment
to client care, a wish to work closely in a team
environment and a good sense of humour.
If this appeals to you please send your CV
to Fiona Apthorpe at:
fiona.apthorpe@geldards.com

www.derbylaw.net
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Annual Bar & Young Bar Conference 2017
One Bar: Threats, Opportunities and Strengths
The Tragedy of the Young Bar Uncovered
As assessment by Phillip Taylor MBE, Reviews editor, “The Barrister”, and Head, Richmond Green Chambers
The
annual
Bar
Conference
never
disappoints and this
year’s
32nd
gettogether in London
was no exception. For
readers who have never
attended the event, it is organised to
cover high-profile key note speakers
and a series of “break out” sessions to
cover specific areas of practice.
Described as a “flagship event”, both
the Bar and Young Bar now hold their
Conferences together. Not surprising
really because the state of the Young
Bar remains perilous! The Chairman of
the Bar, Andrew Langdon QC, opened
proceedings with a hard-hitting series
of statements. Langdon began on a
reasonably optimist note about our
future, but it did not take long before we
got to the heart of the current agendathe threats to our existence.

“Our demise has been prophesied since
I was called 31 years ago” , he said. “But
you cannot keep a good idea down”
referring to the tripling in the size of
the Bar during those three decades.
Langdon went on to cover the big current
issues of the moment: ‘flexible operating
hours’; women in practice; technology;
and judicial morale.
But worse was to come – the shrinking
of the junior Bar, with Langdon saying,
“we are currently losing young barristers
who see how hard it will be to pay back
the debts they incur in training” . A
conclusion which ran through the entire
day was the event’s peroration with
many attendees believing that “the lack
of confidence in public funding is partly
what has caused chambers to recruit
fewer members.”
Which brings us to Duncan McCombe,
chair
of
the
Young
Barristers’
Committee, who presented a message
“of hope tinged with caution” according
to one commentator although behind the
public face there remains a deep-rooted
concern at the huge drop in younger

people attending the Conferences and
being able to stay the course of early
years at the Bar.
McCombe was impressive and did not
rock the boat, but the tragedy of the
Young Bar is upon us unless action is
taken. And that applies also to training
contracts for trainee solicitors. He
finished with these words: “The practice
of farming out junior practitioners for
heavily reduced rates or nothing at all,
so that larger Crown Court briefs can
be brought in for those higher up in
Chambers is exploitative. It must stop.”
He is right, and sadly it is not just about
the Junior Bar, either. When we all
started as lawyers we needed the initial
work experience which is more difficult
to get today (because of legal aid cuts)
so we need such exploitation to stop or
there will not be new people following us
in the profession.
Of course, we received the most welcome
Susskind treatment as well.
Now
Richard Susskind can be misunderstood
but his keynote to the Young Bar
was unmistakable - assessing how
technology can make access to justice
more accessible, so it will be a choice
of whether to compete or embrace new
technology for the excellent Heather
Hallett reminded us “having highly
skilled specialist advocates is a good
idea… and you cannot keep a good idea
down” . Thank you, Heather, for that very
positive sound bite which ran through all
the sessions.
We are, of course, keeping the best
moment to last although if you have not
been to this Annual event before do come
next time. There is so much to offer from
the top of the profession because there
is normally at least one treat in storethis year it was the indefatigable Henry
Brooke who never fails to surprise us.

Henry from his time on the Bench and
his courage in fighting for a cause,
whether prison reform or legal aid. It
was legal aid this time and his quiet and
carefully constructed delivery made the
Conference.
The final word will go to the Bach
Commission report. We had both the
Attorney General and Solicitor General
present at the event - they treat our
deliberations very seriously, so we know
the message gets back to the top. The
point from 2017 onwards is that legal
aid has wreaked havoc, especially in
lower proceedings where the savings
have been big but not as brilliant as the
Treasury (and some MPs - we know who
you are) hoped.
As Brooke indicated referring to a letter
from a district judge who wrote, the day
in court “is a long nightmare”, for “so
very many have mental health problems,
drugs, language, learning difficulties”.
That unnamed DJ said, “I cannot no longer
do justice or protect the vulnerable child
or adult”. He wrote - “I am in despair”.
It doesn’t have to be like this and that is the
message from these Conference sessions
for me for we can go forward being positive
and avoid what could be big tragedies for
the future as the legal agenda changes in
post-Brexit Britain. Thank you to everyone
for making this event so memorable at a
clear turning point for the profession.

We don’t get many standing ovations,
that is for political Conferences which
are normally fixed. However, Henry
Brooke got one for a most passionate
speech. Readers will be familiar with

www.derbylaw.net
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Book Review
by Elizabeth Robson Taylor of Richmond Green Chambers and Phillip Taylor MBE, Head of Chambers and Reviews Editor, “The Barrister”.
new edition continues to give us the best information available for
assessments and how we arrive at them.
As a passing final thought, Irwin LJ mentions both the Jackson reforms
and the proposals on “whiplash”. Both areas have fallen victim to the
dominance of Brexit matters in Parliament and the June election.
However, the future is catching up with all of us fast. The question
posed is will the reforms and “whiplash” get Parliamentary time?

JUDICIAL COLLEGE GUIDELINES FOR THE ASSESSMENT OF
GENERAL DAMAGES IN PERSONAL INJURY CASES
Includes Guidance on 10% Uplift
14th edition
Foreword by Lord Justice Irwin
Compiled for the Judicial College by Mr Justice Langstaff, Peter Carson,
Stuart McKechnie, Steven Snowden QC and Richard Wilkinson
ISBN:

978 0 19881 452 8

We hope the answer is “yes” for the same piece of draft legislation will
be essential for the enactment of the electronic civil court by means
of the ‘Online Procedure Rules’ which Irwin rightly describes as “an
essential part of the Courts’ Reform programme”. He ends ominously
with these words- “the cliched Chinese curse of life in interesting times
sounds less hackneyed than usual”. Donaldson and the JSB grasped
the nettle 25 years ago with these Guidelines so there should be no
excuse!
So, you and your practice need this guide if you are involved in any aspect
of personal injury work. We hope that other suitable guides will be
published by the Judicial College and OUP in the future (for instance,
online courts) because they make our working lives much easier as
practitioners and they are a boon for unrepresented parties as well.
These guidelines were published as a 14th edition on 28th
September 2017.

OXFORD UNIVERSITY PRESS
www.oup.com

“Twenty five years old and more essential than ever.”
A decision some twenty-five years ago by the Judicial Studies Board
established a working party to prepare the original Guidelines for the
judiciary. As Lord Donaldson said, the Guidelines were “not intended to
represent, and does not represent, a new or different approach to the
problem” of how to assess general damages, especially where no two
cases are ever precisely the same.
Today, in 2017, Lord Justice Irwin says in his Foreword that Donaldson’s
view is now “a voice from a different era” concerning the assessment
of damages. The reason being that the judges now will only from time
to time be called on to take a decision on assessment because it is no
longer “one of the commonest tasks of a judge sitting in a civil court”
and working out the assessment level.
As Irwin LJ concludes, it is the case now that the real dispute on
quantum lies elsewhere. He writes that “the argument as to the
level of damages for pain and suffering will usually be an incidental
issue in a case where the decisive matters are liability, the nature of
a care regime, disputed contributory negligence or something more
technical”.
And all this is down to one factor- “these Guidelines have operated to
diminish hugely the incidence of unsettled arguments as to damages
for ‘PSLA’ (pain, suffering and loss of amenity)”. The guidelines have
settled the law and given us an admirable service in the past and the
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FINGERPRINT ANALYSIS
Peter M Swann FAE FFS
Independent Consultant to the Legal Profession
A former Home Office Adviser with five decades experience in all
aspects of finger print and crime work.
A Fellow of the Academy of Experts, a Fellow of the
Fingerprint Society, a Member of the International
Association for Identification, a Member of the Forensic
Science Society and included in the UK Register of Expert
Witnesses.
Provides a full independent fingerprint service to legal
profession, industry and other agencies.
Examination
Development

Assessment
Report

Briefing
Expert Witness

Telephone: Wakefield 01924 264900 (Office) 01924 276986 (Home)
Fax: 01924 265700
Email: peterswann@btconnect.com
www.fingerprint-analysis.co.uk

EXPERT WITNESS

Understanding business accounts –
what to look out for
Lawyers are good with words,
and accountants are good with
figures. What a pity they don’t
talk the same language! Now
meet an accountant who is good
with words – I have to be, as an
experienced expert witness –
which means that I must be weak
with figures. True? Not really!
Chris Makin
It’s a pity that so many people,
some lawyers included, are frightened of figures, because the
principles really are quite simple; they have to be, for me to
understand them! Many accountants like to keep the mystique
of business accounts to themselves, but I am happy to share.
An understanding of business accounts is important in so many
aspects of the lawyer’s work:
• A self-employed man is seriously handicapped after an
operation went wrong; what would he have earned but for his
disabilities?
• A company director is killed in an RTA; but for his death, how
much of his earnings would his dependents have received?
• A couple seek a clean break divorce. The husband has a
limited company; what is it worth, and what cash could be
withdrawn to assist in the settlement?
• A factory burns down. What would the future profits have
been?
• A factory burns down, and a false claim is suspected. Was
the business really earning as much as claimed?
• The directors of a company can’t get on, and a Section 994
claim is made. How much should the Court order that the
unfairly prejudiced shareholder receives for his shares?
• …and so on. In all these situations, and more, you the lawyer
need to know what the past business accounts show, how
reliable they are, and how they may be used as a basis for
projecting future profits.
How do you begin? Well, you could of course instruct an
accountant to advise on every case where business accounts are
involved; but in these days of stringent costs, that can’t happen.
So how do you gain an understanding of which cases do need
an expert accountant’s help, and which you, as a wordsmith but
perhaps not a figure-smith, can handle yourself?
The first thing is to get a simple guide to business and company
accounts. I can help. For some years up to the death of David
Kemp QC I had a short chapter (9 pages) in Kemp & Kemp
which gave this guidance. After Mr Kemp’s death the work was
re-written, and my simple guide is subsumed in the work of
others. So it is out of print, but still highly relevant to lawyers
dealing with all the kinds of cases I list above, and not just
personal injury. I would be happy to send a copy, without
charge, to whoever asks for it.
The second is to have a friendly relationship with a forensic
accountant who will perform an initial review of any case,
and give his views, without charge if not appointed. I do this
frequently; I don’t sulk if not appointed, and I tell you if I consider
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that an expert accountant is not needed. It’s good business for
both of us: I am appointed only on worthwhile cases, and you
have the assurance that someone who understands business
accounts, and their relevance to your case, has considered
them. If nothing else, it saves negligence claims!
Thirdly, let us have a very brief look at what to watch out for.
Once you have my Kemp & Kemp chapter you will be half-way
there. But I will finish with some quick tips on what to look out
for in limited company accounts:
• The audit report: does it use standard wording for a “clean”
report, or is the auditor trying to tell you something?
• A qualified audit report (no “true and fair view” or a true and
fair view “except”) is serious. Beware of what the auditor
clearly is trying to tell you!
• If there is no audit report, it may simply be because the
company is too small to require one. But then there can be
no assurance that a qualified accountant has looked at the
books independently.
• Even then, good accountants would not put their name to
accounts which they knew to be wrong, so speak to someone
who knows the good or bad reputation of the accountant.

kind, pension contributions, dividends, in a tax-efficient way.
The salary will seldom be at a commercial rate.
• Depreciation: have the rates changed? Is there a suspicion
that this is to increase (insurance claim) or reduce (divorce)
profits?
• Fixed assets: after depreciation, are they shown at a realistic
value? Remember that fixed assets are to be shown at
historic cost (unless revalued) less depreciation, which can
give a false indication of the value of the company. Is freehold
property undervalued?
There is much more, but in this short article I trust I have
provided something of value, so that you can decide with your
many types of cases when a forensic accountant is needed, and
when not to waste his time. But as a final point, if you wish to
send me your key documents for a free initial review without
obligation, that would never be a waste of time!
Biog:
Chris Makin was one of the first 30 or so chartered accountants
to become an Accredited Forensic Accountant and Expert Witness.
He is also an accredited civil & commercial mediator and an
accredited expert determiner. He has given expert evidence at
least 100 times and worked on a vast range of cases over the last
30 years. For CV, war stories and much more, go to his newly
relaunched www.chrismakin.co.uk - with videos!
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• Look at the Profit & Loss Account. Are dividends being paid
even if a loss is suffered? Does that lead one to believe
that matters are not so bad as the directors would have one
believe?
• Look at the Balance Sheet, and remember that the total
(Shareholders’ Funds) is not the worth of the business. If
that comes as a surprise, I will explain if you give me a ring
when you have a spare half hour!
• Is Net Current Assets a positive or a negative figure? If the
latter, is there fear that the company will not be able to pay
its debts as they fall due?
• Ensure that you receive a copy of the detailed trading
accounts, usually headed “Trading and Profit & Loss Account
for Management Information only”. These do not form
part of the statutory accounts, but they are essential to an
understanding of the business. I insist on seeing these for
several years, and I always start by charting them in Excel, to
see whether turnover is going up or down, the rate of gross
profit, whether expenses have any “quirks”, and so on. Seek
explanations.
• Consultancy fees are usually interesting. What assistance
was given? Was it to someone close to the directors? Was
it at a market rate? Will the benefit of the consultancy be
reflected in future profits?
• Directors’ remuneration: has it varied much? With a family
company, the proprietors will take out salary, fees, benefits in
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Data protection law evolves
into a new niche
We are at present seemingly swamped by
marketing materials which are keen to point out
the financial consequences of non compliance
with the new EU wide data protection regulation,
the GDPR1, which is due to come into force on
25th May 2018. This legislation, despite the
inevitable cost to business in terms of change to process and
procedure, is badly needed for the protection of all of us. The
stealing of personal data for nefarious reasons is becoming more
and more common and it is right that the law evolves to protect its
citizens. Hailed by many as a “revolution”, we prefer to think of it as
an “evolution” to fill a niche largely created by e-communication.
For those of us involved in resolving family law cases using DNA
testing technology, there are now some additional considerations,
notably those relating to genetic information that could have derived
from, say, a paternity test. For the first time, these data, along with
biometric data are specifically mentioned in the legislation and are
classified as sensitive personal information, along with religious
beliefs, physical and mental health and ethnic origin. This is long
overdue. Nothing is closer to your very being than your own unique
genetic code. Analysis of your genes can already tell a lot about
you, in the future this will be substantially more. Predicting (yes
predicting, not just diagnosing) diseases, abilities or preferences all
come under the spotlight. For those of you that think that the ability
of ISPs to present advertisements based on your surfing activity is
bad enough, it is truly little compared to what could be done with
access to your genetic data.
The key to unlocking your code is the physical DNA itself, which can
be isolated from a bodily sample, most simply a cheek swab or saliva
sample to collect some cells from inside the mouth. In a paternity
test we look at regions of DNA that are to be found throughout your
personal DNA code (your genome). For the most part, these regions
(the DNA profile) have no functional consequence, they are just
markers in the sand. They are powerful enough though, to identify
your immediate family and who is, or is not, the father of a child. It
is this DNA profile that you may hear about as being stored on DNA
databases and retrieved for example, in connection with a crime.
More imperative to consider is the rise of companies which obtain
your DNA sample and sequence the entire genome or make a
detailed map, thus providing you with a report on say, your distant
ancestry or changes in your genome which relate to disease predisposition or other characteristics. These data are necessarily
far from complete and conclusions are far from absolute, yet
these providers often continue to hold the DNA, sample and data.
Consumers may find that they have agreed to retention of their DNA
and the sharing of their genetic data (sometimes with payment) with
third parties for other purposes. The consent these companies have
obtained from consumers is not a fully informed consent as there
may be risks and consequences that currently cannot be foreseen.
The retention of genetic information is in fact broader than that
too…such information is being held by healthcare providers and by
universities and indeed, sometimes without limitation of time. You
may have heard of “biobanks”, where genetic information is held
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for the purpose of “research”…i.e. DNA data mining, which is often
carrying a tenuous rationality.
This is precisely why GDPR is needed, consent buried in T&Cs is
not a fair consent and the explicit “opt-in” required under GDPR will
mean that consumers genetic data cannot now just be held in the
expectation that an opportunity will arise for the testing company,
without the consent of the donor to the use of their data in the
new circumstances. GDPR also means that there will need to be
accountability for the genetic data stored and how it is used. This
is in no part a complete block on important genetic developments;
GDPR is quite rightly asking for accountability for the DNA data, as
it does with other pieces of Personally Identifiable Information (PII).
In family law cases, which generally involved DNA profiling,
reasonable steps must be taken to protect clients data. Given the
complexity of the cases we generally have to deal with, e.g. multiple
solicitors representing different clients, the involvement of social
services and local authorities, court orders, private individuals and
international cases (including immigration), there is a veritable
minefield of responsibility which must be attended to under GDPR.
Coupled with the need of many to improve general internal practices
(location of data, how it is used and shared, accessing from off site,
cloud storage) GDPR will bring significant audit responsibility to the
legal profession and it subcontractors.
We stand ready to work with you on these complex issues. What
will arise will be a better system where genetic and other data is
properly accounted for.
Dr Neil Sullivan, BSc., MBA (DIC), LLM, PhD.
General Manager,
Complement Genomics Ltd.
(trading as www.dadcheckgold.com)
The General Data Protection Regulation
see https://ico.org.uk/for-organisations/guide-to-the-general-dataprotection-regulation-gdpr/
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Anti-Money Laundering:
What’s changed and what
this means for UK conveyancers
The European Union’s Fourth Anti-Money Laundering
Directive was implemented into UK law on June 26th.
As a result there are changes to how law firms must
conduct customer due diligence and an increased focus
on the need to incorporate ongoing and documented risk
assessment.

simplified due diligence needs to be evidenced by a documented
risk assessment. In simple terms, this means that all
conveyancing clients must be risk-assessed, regardless of country
of origin, services purchased or delivery channels. Moreover, the
risk assessment now needs to include Politically Exposed Persons
(PEPs) and Financial Sanctions screening.

WHAT’S THE RISK?

2. Ongoing record-keeping and transparency

There are regulatory and legal / criminal penalties in place for
non-compliance. This includes fines of up to £1 million and prison
sentences from two to seven years.

Risk assessments must be kept and made available to regulators.
This is worth noting as it is the first time that firms are explicitly
being told to document and file risks in this way.

WHAT’S CHANGED?

HOW AN ELECTRONIC AML SEARCH CAN HELP

1. Customer due diligence and risk assessment

An AML search facilitates risk assessment by combining all
processes and records in one automated system. It enables firms
to search for adverse information on a client more thoroughly than
they would be able to do manually, and it ensures that compliance
procedures are adopted firm-wide.

Under the new legislation the choice regarding level of due
diligence is more limited. There is no longer any automatic
exemption from enhanced due diligence. A decision to apply

A TYPICAL AML SEARCH OFFERS:

AUTOMATED RISK ASSESSMENT

This includes automated screening of Sanctions, PEPs and alert
lists and multiple confirmation of identity, address and birth.

CHOICE OF DUE DILIGENCE LEVEL

Users can opt for either simplified or enhanced due diligence.
Simplified due diligence is typically for “low risk” transactions
whereas enhanced due diligence is for “medium or high risk
work”.

ON-GOING COMPLIANCE

The system continues to monitor risk-assessed clients, alerting
you if documentation or data may affect the result of the original
assessment.

AUTOMATED RECORD KEEPING

An AML search also automates record-keeping and audit. Users
have the option to add, certify and manage customer documents
within the due diligence record.

Geodesys offers an AML search at a cost of £6 (inc VAT) for enhanced due diligence. For more information please see our frequently-asked
questions on AML for conveyancers at www.geodesys.com/aml-directive-faq
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That Sinking Feeling
For homeowners, the word ‘subsidence’ brings a cold shiver to most.
The thought of such an occurrence happening near to your home is
an uninvited prospect and one that conjures up images of hefty bills,
insurance issues and massive repair works.
Having seen various headlines and images of houses displaying large
cracks, or even sinkholes appearing in and around residential areas,
you would like to think that consumers are mindful of the potential
hazards when purchasing a new home, however it isn’t always front of
mind for those on the hunt for their ideal property.
For solicitors, undertaking appropriate checks into a property’s risk of
ground stability, as part of the conveyancing process, will offer insight
or assurances before any purchase is completed. Unless there are
known examples of ground stability hazards in an area, it isn’t always
something that clients have considered when buying a property, so
being able to deliver intelligence related to any risk is paramount.
But, what causes ground stability or subsidence, and how prevalent
is it really?
There are many reasons why a property could be at risk from
subsidence. This includes naturally-occurring hazards based on land’s
underlying geology, through to a range of man-made, historical factors
based on activities that may have occurred on the land in the past.
Former mining activity is one contributor. Old mine shafts and tunnels
that were created as part of mining activities have the potential to
collapse and damage properties above them. Disturbed ground and
spoil tips can also be prone to settlement, which could cause structural
damage to buildings.
In fact, according to data* compiled by Landmark Information for
Property Week, it found that almost one-third of residential properties
in England, Scotland and Wales are considered to be at some form of
risk as a result of historic mining activities.
It estimated that 33% of homes are located within 250m of land that
might have previously been used for coalmining and activities such
as quarrying of sand, clay and gravel pits. The data research also
suggested that in 95 Local Authority areas, the proportion of housing
stock at risk is 50% or higher and in 34 areas 100% of the housing
stock is at risk from former coalmining activity.
This includes authority areas such as Bolton Metropolitan Borough
Council, Barnsley Metropolitan Borough Council, City of Newcastle
upon Tyne Council and Rotherham Metropolitan Borough Council to
name a few.
Other forms of ground stability hazards come from former Brine
Extraction and Salt Mining. This type of mining leaves large cavities
in the ground which could collapse and cause problems for properties
built in the area.
Landfill sites and infilled ground, which is indicated from historical
mapping such as ponds, drains and small pits, have the potential
to create cause for concern. Infilled land can be susceptible to
settling so any houses that have been built on these areas could
experience stability problems and subsidence resulting in damage
to the property.
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As for natural ground stability hazards, some areas of land could be
prone to ground instability and subsidence as a result of the natural
underlying geology. Examples include areas of the UK at a higher risk
of landslides or where sink holes could occur due to the make-up of
the underlying soils.
For conveyancers, help is at hand in being able to confidently research
all known risks. The new Homecheck Mining and Subsidence report
is one example that not only provides details on any potential mining,
subsidence or ground stability hazards, but uniquely has the added
advantage of including details of insurance claims from Crawford
& Company, which are a result of damage caused by subsidence to
nearby properties.
Reassuringly, Crawford and Company is the world’s largest
independent provider of claims management solutions to insurance
companies and self-insured entities.
These claims could be evidence of hazards that have been identified
elsewhere in the report. It includes the details of successful Coal
Mining Subsidence Damage Claims that have been handled by the
Coal Authority, rather than going through an insurer.
All of this provides a very clear picture on potential hazards and
‘real life’ evidence of those near to a given address, enabling further
investigations to take place if they are concerned by the findings.
To make interpretation of the report easier for both solicitors and
homebuyers, it also includes a plain English professional opinion for
each type of hazard or insurance claims identified, along with clear
next steps. All of this is written in a way that makes it straightforward
for solicitors to extract and report back to the client in their own
reporting style.
Ultimately, when it comes down to home-buying, subsidence, mining
risk or sinkholes isn’t at the top of everyone’s consideration list. It is
therefore down to solicitors to be able to research and advise on any
potential hazards before the sale completes to ensure clients are fully
briefed, and full and proper due diligence has taken place.
When you talk to people about such risks, they often don’t realise
the prevalence and regional variances in ground hazards across the
country. And, with a report like Homecheck Mining and Subsidence
costing just £20 + VAT, it’s a small fee to pay in the grand scale of home
buying, yet provides the analysis and interpretation that offers wider
peace of mind.
*Contains public sector information licensed under the Open
Government Licence v3.0. © Crown Copyright and Landmark
Information Group Limited 2017. All rights reserved.

Tony Rollason,
Regional Manager,
Landmark Information
www.landmark.co.uk

Google rings the changes – will your law
firm’s website suffer?
In the modern era, your website is your firm’s shop window. The question is, how often do
potential clients look in?
That’s largely down to how your site is performing in search
engine rankings. If you aren’t near the top of page one on Google,
no-one will see you. So, when Google decides to mix things up a
little, you need to pay attention.

What is Google up to?

When we made the change at LawWare, the whole job was
completed by our web hosting company in a matter of an hour.
You may have to redirect a few of your key URLs on your site.
However, your hosting company can help with this too. For most
modern websites built on the WordPress platform, this is not
necessary.

Google commits itself to making your online security its main
priority. Since October of this year, version 62 of Google’s Chrome
browser will display a “Not secure” warning in the address bar at
the top of the page if you enter data into a form on an HTTP website.

When LawWare moved its website over to HTTPS, we noticed a
slight dip, followed by a marked improvement in our Google
rankings. It was well worth the effort in terms of hits to the site
and enquiries generated.

So, what are HTTP and HTTPS? The former stands for Hypertext
Transfer Protocol. It defines how messages are formatted and
transmitted, and what actions web servers and browsers take in
response to various commands. Many of the websites you visit,
particularly online shopping sites, run the alternative HTTPS
system. Google is now encouraging everyone to move to HTTPS.
The extra “S” standing for “Secure”.

Mike O’Donnell,
LawWare Ltd.

In addition, if you don’t have an HTTPS website, Google will
penalise you in search page rankings. You may just not appear
at all.

What does this mean for your business?
Any sign that your site is insecure will make potential clients think
twice before contacting you. In addition, if your non-secure site
means you are not listed in search results, new business enquiries
will take a hit.
According to a recent article in Today’s Wills and Probate News,
an estimated 80% of all law firms will be affected by the changes.
Clearly, these are changes that you should not take lightly. You are
always only one click away from losing a potential new client. It
doesn’t make sense to do nothing as, effectively, you are sending
an enquirer direct to one of your competitors.

How to fix the problem.
Fortunately, this is an issue that you can easily rectify. Contact
your web hosting company and seek their advice about the best
way to move to HTTPS.
HTTPS pages typically use one of two secure protocols to encrypt
communications – SSL (Secure Sockets Layer) or TLS (Transport
Layer Security).
Whatever the case, a good web hosting company should be able
to make the change for you with little fuss. If this isn’t the case,
consider moving your site to a reputable host.
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